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The memory of history and the memory of the Prophet are closely related. The Prophet, and consequently his family members, are like an anchor to the past. tahlil is an extension of this anchor from the past to the present,
therefore there is a sense of a continuum and continuity from past to present. Although tahlil may at first glance seem to be a befitting ceremony for the Prophet and his family, it is in reality a revelation for us. There is a divine
significance that tahlil offers to the righteous who are indeed close to us. Those righteous may be our family members or even us. Tahlil is a prayer for those close to us and in some way at the same time is a divine revelation of

the future that is veiled in the past. A Tahlil performed for the family of the Prophet is a Tahlil for us as well. We are connected to the Prophet as well as tahlil is connected to the Prophet. In the prayer we say Alif Allahu Tala
Ta'a which means Allah has Tahlil in his heart There is a Tahlil for the members of the Prophet’s family and for us as well. The Tahlil we perform for them will be as if we are performing Tahlil for Allah himself. We are connecting
the past, the Prophet, to the present, us. 1) Tahlil can be performed for someone that is close to you such as a family member. In this case, the tahlil prayer should be directed to the person, not to the Prophet. This type of tahlil

is similar to the prayer Eid. It is a prayer that happens to you.
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Thousands of people came out to support the rights of an unfortunate young women, who
has been wrongfully arrested and thrown into the cells of the Somali National Army. The
chanting and protests grew in intensity, with people wearing their concerns about the

failings of the government on their shirts, coats and body parts. The police were hurriedly
deployed and began firing tear gas and rubber bullets in order to try to keep the crowds of
demonstrators away from the building in which the Somali national army had placed Ms.
Ikran Tahlil. After several hours of threatening violence the demonstrators decided that
they would not be intimidated and dispersed away from the army building. The police
moved in and the crowd of demonstrators scattered down the side streets and back

towards Ombo. This time they were not ready to let things pass, and continued to chant
slogans and demand the release of Ms. Ikran Tahlil. Somali is an incredibly rich country that
has a strong intellectual tradition. There are many Somalis who are highly knowledgeable

about Somali culture. An authentic search for answers to Tahlil’s disappearance would
respect such people who are experts in the anthropology of Somalia, in language history

and politics, in the arts and more. This I can attest to as a Somalian, an African, an Islamic
scholar that my whole family came over to America, just like yours, to fight for the

independence of our nation. And then to fight for a better society. And the most important
thing to us, is the past. Yes, we have been discussing our heritage, our culture, our

civilization, our tradition. And they are all not the same. Not at all. They are all different.
And only in the US of A can you have a tahlil for everyday, for something that is widely held
to be an “idol”. That is our heritage and that should not be abused and instrumentalized by
religious fundamentalists. Look at the worst place, the Saudi Arabia. Is the country a total
happy place? No. It is a total misery place. It has a miserable rule by a cruel and outdated

strict Wahhabist interpretation of Islam. 5ec8ef588b
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